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ABSTRACT
As a result of its isolative pattern of development,

linguistics is now beginning to suffer from not having a natural
apprenticeship domain, making it difficult for new graduates to find
work. The field has been lacking in entrepreneurial tendencies and
unimaginative in developing either a potential clientele or a
repertoire of uses. Linguistics can be developed within the
university by infiltrating other disciplines such as English,
education, and speech, where with careful management (e.g., small
pilot programs initially) and a cooperative attitude on the part of
the linguist, all the disciplines involved linguistics outside the
university, the linguist must also overcome his attitude of elitism
and discover methods of breaking into such areas as information
processing and retrieval, medicine, psychiatry, lexicography,
publishing, the communications industry, and educational consulting.
Finally, if linguists are to expand territorial imperative, several
commitments are necessary: (1) a dramatic change in attitudes, (2)

the development of an active information office and placement
service, and (3) the orientation of training programs to develop new
perspectives. (LG)
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Breaking Into and Out of Linguistics

A recent article on the changing role of the contemporary university por-
trays American higher education as the inheritor of a rich and complex develop-
ment (Knepper 1974). The early religiously affiliated liberal arts schools were
joined by engineering and vocationally oriented, land-grant and public service uni-
versities in the latter part of the nineteenth century, bringing with them a wave of
applied research in contradistinction to the earlier theoretical purism. After

World War II, a further development in education saw some universities becoming
instruments of social utility and we began to look to higher education to help solve

some contemporary social problems (especially those raised by industry and the
military). The fifties and sixties witnessed still another developmental phase, the
existentialist stage of the university, in which faculty and students alike tried to
make higher education an instrument of self-expression, free from traditional re-
straints and patterns. Today higher education seems to have no such clear-cut
or definable role, for it is always difficult to be aware of the movement of which
one is a part (who in the late eighteenth century would have described himself,
for example, as in the midst of the industrial revolution?).

The future of linguistics in this country has been, in many ways, closely
linked to the future of the university. More than one observer of the recent changes
in university structure has seen this transformation in a negative light. Ronnie

Dugger (1974h), for example, observes that American universities are becoming
more and more like big business, a process which he compares to the butterfly
changing back into a grub. As a result of their following Clark Kerrs definition
of the multiversity's role as facilitator for servicing the needs of government and
business, Dugger sees universities as ceasing to he free and stimulating places of
learning conducted for the student's culture and development. The president of
The Ohio State University, Harold L. Enarson, argues agrinst this development,
citing the current trend in university development as the triumph of technique
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over purpose" Mugger 1974b;70). Thorstein Veblen's prophecy, made over fifty years
ago, that universities will eventually become business places operated by business
people for business reasons has certainly begun to come true in some universities.
At one prominent university, for example, the president was advised by a member
of his hoard (who was also the president of a large oil company) to train specialists
to conduct fundamental research into the problems of the natural resources indus7
try and to-avoid encouraging education which might lead to dissatisfaction and un-
rest (Rugger I n74,1::1,eff),

The Changing Role of Linguistics

Linguistics, today, faces a set of paradoxically opposite goals. While the

very institutions in which we work are being drawn into the big business matrix, we
have assiduously avoided being relevant to those aims. On the surface, this might
seem virtuous. But no virtue can be deduced from this act, however, for it is in
no way apparent that our action was deliberate. Chances are, indeed, that we were
unaware of the problem altogether. There is, today, very little in linguistics that
would tempt the financing of an oil magnate board member but, on the other hand,

we have also done relatively little within our field which might be said to lead to
institutional dissatisfaction or unrest. Linguistics has been neither the sort of pro-
fit raising, corporation pleasing4 business-oriented enterprise that engineering,
education, psychology and some of the hard sciences have been, nor has it rocked
the boat in the manner of the fine arts and humanities people, In short, we have
been a rather blab discipline.1 As such, we are faced with the need to approach
the future in two directions at the same time. On the one hand, we need to help

strengthen the institutions in which we operate by advocating their abandonment of
the idea that the university if primarily a business operation where the boat is not
to be rocked. On the other hand, we need to develop a strong sense of entrepre-
neurship among our students and colleagues to preserve our field from being
canabalized by scholars from other disciplines and from being ignored by repre-
sentatives of enterprises which could use our expertise, This paper will focus on
the paradox of these two apparently contradictoi.-y

The development of linguistics to date may appear to be a hap-hazzard
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and willy-nilly affair. Although it is always clifficilt to recognize the period or move-
ment of which one is a part, hindsight generally cicirifies certain patterns. What is
generally invisible to the initiates of a given field, however, is the fantastic rapidity
of change within any field that we try to freeze long enough to examine. It may be
well for us to stop and remind ourselves that the Intlnence of structuralism in lin-
guistics was not felt very strongly in this country until after World War II had ended;
that despite the appearance of the date, 1957, on Chomsky's Syntactic Structures,

his inflpence was not strongly imprinted until the mid sixties; and that the study of
Vernacular Black English in this country is not yet a decade old. This rapidity of
change has led to many disadvantages. Heroes not only fall quickly, but they are
consequently assigned to utter oblivion if not disgrace. One essential ingredient of
the game; in linguistics seems to be to kill the King, whoever he might be A second
disadvantage, directly related to this rapidity of change, is that the linguistics tea-
cherS almost invariably have been trained in an out -moiled theory or approach.

These two disadvantages ultimately lead to a third: that a student in linguistics will
be given an education whichis out-of-date the very moment he graduates and which
grows increasingly irrelevant year after year.

Nevertheless, these very disadvantages in studying linguistics can also be
seen to be its strengths. In the field of economic', ravol'Itions occur approximately
every forty years. In literary criticism, the time i7,an between revolutions is less
predictable but certainly longer than that of linguistic:.. For a theory to dominate
for ten years seems to be an event unique to linguistics, making our field one of
the truly credible academic -enterprises, if we accept Ronald Berman's observation
that the true measure of the intellectual life is expressed by the low incidence of in-
ternal tranquillity and inertia (1974, 14ff). The field is in almost constant tur-
moil and growth, a fact which opens the door to e -.1iting possibilities and speculative

development, however hard this might be on the .t.e.;)vati3ns of its individual members.
What this rapidity of change means for as :; field, however, is that there

is, at present (without much possibility for improvel.-;e:11 ir the immediate future),
little hope for an established orthodoxy, The simply too broad and too un-
stable, partaking as it does of ahnost every other ,Y.,11.:...1pline as part of its own. I

take this to be a positive characteristic in that any fiald with an orthodoxy has none
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about as far as it can go, Its next stages will incoll.'e vocational training programs
rather than education for its initiates.

Perhaps a greater handicap brought on by the seemingly willy-nilly develop -
merit of linguistics is one which also grown out of its ::.ecenny: that, until very re-
cently, our graduates have been able to move clirecily from their PhD programs
into graduate teaching,positions. The grim fin.W.ng',4 cf the Manpower Survey Report :-

clearly indicate that we have reached the satarritiol rdint of program and depart-
mental expansion and that the time has come to V-?:itik creAively about the job market
for our graduates (Manpower Survey Report 1973:1-4). Elsewhere I have argued
against the suggestion that we reduce the nu.mber of iiiitintes to the field of linguis-
tics, offering, instead, that we broaden our training programs and determine stra-
tegies for expanding employment possibilities (Slitiy, in press). The following sug-

gestions along these lines are meant to initiate furtl!.er discussion and thought. One

set of suggestions relates to thguistic entrepreneurship within the university setting
and the other set is meant to apply outside the uWverW.ty proper.

Developing Linguistics Within the lfiniver8ity

One obvious method of increasing the Ilse rs of one's product is to move the
product into new territories. Traditionally ling111.8tics is a graduate program, Very
few undergraduate programs exist awl tho:.4.3 w:r.-,i.oh do exist continue to he plagued by

questions of their own function. We have no ren:ly g':.)(.1 answer to the question,

"What do I do with an undergraduate major inlir4,si.;istes?". In some ways we pre-

fer that our linguistics graduate students major some other field, such as mathe,-
mattes, philosophy, language or psychology, ,s,) that their education can develop

from more than one perspective. Very little can be said in defense of the encourage-
ment of the undergraduate linguistics major, as :!-.:)qs.t h s it is POW conceived and de-

fined. On the other hand, a great deal might be s.:-?id Zo.: the usefulness of linguistics_

at the undergraduate level. Although a good ea::e might be made for expanding our

-efforts to many other majors, such an anthropolcgr, so;.c.,logy and psychology, where:-
linguistics has been clearly recognized in the w-tl-ft a relevant component, I will

focus my attention on three fields which contsin, in rn:r opinion, better prospects
for the infiltration of the linguistics job ma:.iret. departments are English,
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education and speech, Each of the three poses a seniewhet different problem and a
slightly different training program. It is my tho,iis, however, that all three fields
can be infiltrated with proper and careful nunagemen, 1.P,Ile time and change in

attitude both on their part and on ours,

I. English. Before World War II much of what was taught at the college

level in linguistics was found in English department =. Most large departments still
have at least one house-linguist but years of bad stowardip have tended to erode
the effectiveness of the position. Typically the Eng 114., department linguist today

is either a philologist whose main interest is Beow7.:lf or a recently trained gene-
rative-grammarian who is trying desperately to ge; oy7; of the English department

and into a linguistics department as fast as he ca:a. `'e:-,7 few English departments

have assessed their needs for a house linguist bet these which have done so have
generally determined that linguistics departments are not training people to be use-
ful to them. One early step, therefore, would be for 13.-guicts to discuss these
matters with English department chairmen or their ree::esentatives to try to deter-
mine how our services might either be developed i...npryved. Meanwhile, we might

also take a hard look at the extant freshman compsi:::::n program. Freshman com-
position is taught by literature majors who are ill-pl-eilared to teach it, typically
not interested in it and generally ineffective at it. They do it oniy as part of their
graduate assistantship or as the necessary post -PH) apprenticeship, a condition to
be- endured until an opening occurs for them to teach they have been trained
for, In this regard it must be noted that English, 11.1:e most other fields, has an
apprenticeship area. While new foreign language pn»7esers teach introductory
language, courses and new biol.:g.:dts teach new required courses in science,
new linguists have, historically, moved directly to t"'e.)1% specialty, by-passing the
apprenticeship stage entirely.

Unless things have changed drasticall.:* days when I taught fresh-
man composition, there is still large-scale insee..i.rr;,.,i i7e. the field. Each year brings
out a new spate of approaches: writing about pcetty, about social concerns,
writing about novels- -even a few texts in writing abou-- lalgmige. Many of the topics
for study in a freshman English course are sl:!)j ZAX",',t which well-trained lin-
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wrists would he more likely to have knowledge and resources than do the literature
scholars. We might view college composition, for e.\-mple, as the sect of educated
people who survive four ye.ts 0i college. As such, the subject could be described
and analyzed an i a kind of bilingual (bi-stylistic 2) program could be instigated.
One topic often dealt with in freshman com:so:-lition reletes to diction (geographical,

social, educational, oecupetional, age, etc. ). This to:Jic would certainly seem to
be within the domain of rolg7;.i;';:c7:, freslima compo,.;ition one also is concerned

with the concept of appropriateness (sometimes cailed "writing with a purpose" or
"taning the language of t1,r; redience"), a rocirs re-iri.2ing some understanding of

code-switching, cultural relativism and other topies less appreciated by estheticians
than by social scientists, Literature scholars kn.:)w bow to be critical of some kinds
of jargon (read "wordiness", "stock words", "overworked nouns", "overused pas-
sive'', "technical language", etc.) but generally have no appreciation for its po-
tential appropriateness and, far more damaging, no skill in diagnosing it beyond
the level of the terms used above. In short, the English teacher sees the surface
of the problem but has little expertise in what underlies it all. Occasionally the
freshman English course deals with topics of circumlocution, euphemism, clichés,
newspaperese, governmentese and, with particular s:;oza, social. science -ese.
Little is done with it, however, other than to ridicule it and to rise above it. The

opportunity for linguists here should be immediately apparent. Here is language
variability which can he diagnosed, described with re.,Isonable accuracy and pre-
scribed for specific literary effect. The literature msjor may know what he likes
when he sees it, but the linguist is in a far better pos:*.tien to describe what it is and
devise a teaching strategy to relate to it. If I had tr) Cnose between the knowledge.

of the linguist and the knowledge of the literature specl_elist, Pd choose the former
any time as a prerequisite l'o freshman composition.

What is more, freshman eormi,os-it:lon dea7.s with semantics, particularly
the norreotation of words, mclaphors, symbols arid 1; ,ny. The potential of this area
for linguistics majors sl!ce.i.',1 be obvious. And who' "'. cemes to discussing matters
of sentence length, se'nt-nce ,x-rrangement, e..--.;497<ity or sentence rhy-

thm, ore yould think 11N,`, a ling,!.ist woild be :-!lea r21:, nosition to offer more
advice than a specialist in Ill!Aninas 114rdy or OcorL-,:e Orw31.l.
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Nor woeld wo need co-ine our potentin7. tieeelness for English depart-
mer,t s to the ferstuill 1!-ult-th 1.0ee!'l developments in the ethnography of
e0111111U.tiCatiall pr.-. to the vc.:',.:11 suggest that linguists (at
leazit one nngt:st) rt y ,nren ha-7g semen-I-1g to ,:tay abort ways of analyzing

lite::..attre that the .J:'.oeialists have. no way of handling by themselves.

NrItursil.., these oz :y s'7ggcs`,Icils a'goir; linguists might expand its
bori;:ors rtd the p*ra.::nty!r(1 if..r1`,,-)"."7, of anothe?,. disAp11.11e. As a former member
of an rngEsh departynoi.1 Y feel 'Thal the issues hiire 111Q?.7": r.vesented accurately

onoug 4 4 t ;h a; ronta.v (on, r.ous o avenue of access. It

highly th-:; 7,rminam P.Ingl:sh programs will want to relinquish their

festroian English toa::11..72.1k; a?perticeships or ai.:sistahips to linguistics majors
or new TrlDes. The A.,b-s-i;:l!r: -.;rategy is one which --.'equi-res an active, promotional
program, not a passive "s::';--lrxk-until-they-ask-ls" approach. The timing must
be rig4t, the eil-,;umsta7,.ccs should be favorable and, most of all, the first attempt
must he an tingliallot,d slicce.d.s. (It is unlikely that we will get several chances.)
Any in-roads de.reloperl. 7..,3nrier will n?.,t!trally :oeed to be done in conjunctior.

with Pngli;;:: doila-;;Trien!. -rho have not hoen ;:u....-c:ed -off by years of arro-

gance oelyetrated by l;oz:C:,:t,--.%

Ed!: 7..ot be 1%-.y task to go iyta much detail here about how

In te El.:;e7'511/?. II cive e;:pounded at some length

on this as P ri1,4e-. is "1114 paper, ;-3t tnis :;:;.mposium (Shuy, in press;

Prasa..., press). Sly ;e, f' 0,11:AtiCrl iS to that which I made for Eng-
lish: h3 t. o: entrcp-...enenrs th3 ptiFt, for whatever reasons,
an I wo ',10`N 1:1() 7.'1! of o.r. ne,g7,-ect. Vo..sy Vale of what happens to

i7! th.?, t' of F,1110(; the knowledge which

slnllAi: t4 sho!Iki have of w:?.. ;t l'.,3-c.e:Itary teachers are trained

to rellies 171 a1.`;' 17 Al(-.:1-ige. The i 3 :1'3 dire as one could expect
it to CIIIM-Ltcr 1. a w311-developed dialect of

(if Logs rdless of the socio
aono:lio o!. 'r -n lir read by methods which
Should, lytt 2'0.1., the t-ognli.7.een'; of children, turn the
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lear$er completely off, 'Me lonnan brain bei.ng what it is, many children learn any-
way, muddling through a generally hostile environmel-e: which is shrouded by lin-

guistic and cultural ignerance. The study of langliago a vts, English, spelling, read-
ing and coinpwlitlon st.-angely separated :in most :.,Ithools) suffers from essen-

Itally the s_aino- problems as the college freshman composition course, as noted
oarller, Foreign language litstruction S eat.led en, in most cases, without Vice

foggiest notions- of 13!iguit.-;tics whqe bilingual cducaliol programs, in most parts of

thi:,; country, are potential disaster areas. if ever there was a subject which could
178f: 3ympathctio, assitance of linguistics, it is education. What it most certainly
does not need, at this point, is the kind of scorn proffered by linguists in the past.
Again, step one is clearly that of self-assessment by linguists. We need to get our
own attitudes in order before we venture forth r.t all. Next, we need to devise a
strategy of gradual infiltration by the best people in such a way that our initial yen-
Owes can be seen as friendly, helpful and is unthreatening as possible. Then,

perhaps we can begin to devise ways of either working in education as a kind of
appreAiecship or, in some cares, as a full -fledged field of fulfillment.

If we do not consider ways of infiltrating edn:;ation we stand to-lose a great
deal more than a potential job market. A recent incident leads me to believe that
our avAdance of this opportunity can lead to further serious problems, A few months
ago afi:er I helped instruct a recent three-week intensive workshop 'for reading tea-
chers (elementary, secondary and college level), I received an excited telephone call
from one of the participants who exclaimed with job that, having had my course, she
was now going to teach a course in linguistics to be offered in the education depart-
me-At of her university, During World War IT Inn-Av.-up officer training pro-.

grams produced what was theA referred to as "ninety-day wonders". It will give
me pause to offer elly more 21 -dv institutes for tealiars if they lead to such re-
finemanta on this War-time inuovatior.

3. Speer.th, A tWrd a vc-:a of potential ratota and entrepreneurship
for linguistics is Om fieild of spee,i. Like edrcaiionist5-!, speech clinicians and
teachers are usually nupplled a basically deficit model of training. Children either
confonn to the corm or they are declared to hove ;nthol..^,gy of some sort. To the
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credit of the discipline, several years ago it began to realize the weakness of this
sort of thinking and began to gear up for some understanding of the dimensions of

language variation. To that point the major overlap of linguistics to the field of

speech had been largely through phonetics, language acquisition study and language-

pathology. Despite these obvious first steps toward broader understanding, it is
generally perceived that speech teachers and clinicians are still inadequately trained

in linguistics, To repair their weakness of background in language variation, sev-
eral series of workshops have been conducted across the country. Such workshops

frequently contain the germs of good ideas but their brevity precludes anything

more titan band-aid treatment, where surgery is indicated,
As things now stand, the field may he just as well off for not requiring

more linguistics courses as part of the undergraduate major. The speech depart-
ments of the country have not yet geared -up their faculties to handle such matters.
One danger in deciding that new data or courses are needed is that self-declared
specialists suddenly arise to fill the needs, witness the previously mentioned three-
week workshop for reading teachers. Miraculously enough, three weeks of training

is enough, apparently, to cause one to declare oneself a linguist. This laying-on-

of-hands syndrome is also a constant danger for the interrelationship of linguistics
and speech. If the accrediting agencies should suddenly declare that all speech de-

partments must offer certification requirements in sociolinguistics or generative
semantics, we must face the sobering possibility that, overnight, professors of
theatre arts, debate, acoustics or even phonetics will suddenly receive the mantle.

We can look upon this situation either as a threat or as an opportunity.

My contention, of course, is that it is the latter. If we view it as a threat, we can

take the ludicrous position of trying to close the door to speech specialisi:s ever

tinderstanding our field. If we consider it an opporttraity, we can try to devise ways
of infiltrating speech departments with well-trained linguists who will serve as

watchpersons against a sudden laying-on-of-hands.

Suggestions .for Extended Relationships Within the University

If linguistics as a field feels obligated to or even interested in expanding
its options in the undergraduate university program, such an entrepreneureal ven-
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hire must avoid the willy-nilly nature of development in the past. It is time that a
certain amount of planning be done.

For one thing, as mentioned in each of the preceding cases, linguists will
need to divorce themselves from the sense of superiority so characteristic of our
field in the past. This time it will be up to us to get ourselves accepted by the fields
of English, education and speech and by any other discipline deemed desireable. Our

time in the catbird seat has expired. Linguistics is no longer the magic word in these
departments. When they needed our help most, we were too busy doing other things
so they developed their own breed of linguist why, in each field, has not proved ade-
quate. Such homegrown linguistics will seldom pass the muster over time and the
enchantment period has passed. Now if we want to repair past atrocities and patch
up a strained relationship we will have to knock on their doors. But this can be a good
thing for us for it will force us to do what we should have done in the first place- -
ask them how we can be helpful.

Secondly, we will need to start small, preferably with low-keyed pilot pro-
jects in reasonably friendly settings. It is imperative that we not peddle snake oil
this time for their minds are still fresh with memories of how structuralists claimed-
that the study of intonation would aid in punctuation or that the study of Paul Roberts'

version of generative syntax would aid in composition. We taught their students all
about plus juncture but, not surprisingly, they still spelled badly. We had their
students learn the basic syntax strings along with Neg transformations but the stu-
dents still couldn't write well. This time we will need to be able to prove that we
are useful. Not many universities are going to he williA!g to let us try, however,
until we can offer the sort of evidence that a pilot-project can provide.

As a first step, then, it would seem wise to bring .together a small cadre
of English department chairmen (and, separately speech departments and education
departments) along with other opinion leaders to meet with an equally small contin-
gent of linguists who want to try such a venture. It would be presumptious to plan
beyond such a step at this time. In such a meeting the potential of linguistics for
each field should be clearly presented by linguists who have clearly done their
homework in the matter. Such a step seems obvious and elementary. But to take
it would be history.-making in our field.
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Developiti Outside the University
However obvious it may be that linguists have not adequately explored the

possibilities for expanding their work domain with the university world, it is even
more obvious that we have scarcely thought about expanding this domain outside of
the academic environment. This same need to find an area of reasonable appren-
ticeship might lie looked for in a number of places. But if we should ask ourselves
to list all the linguists we know who are working at linguists in non-academic jobs
(that is, excluding universities, research centers, government and professional
organizations such as The Center for Applied Linguistics), we would likely come
up with a very short list. Our field has been neither creative nor entrepreneureal.

One has to be perplexed about how linguists have grown to consider them-
selves to be suitable only for teaching positions on college, usually graduate level,
faculties. On one hand, it seems to be a result of an amazing oversight, perhaps
related to our vaunted pride in loving our work. On the other hand, we can be cri-
ticized for the sort of elitism which has vision only for oneself. What sort of field
is it that is so ego-centered that it actually believes that the pursuit of itself is all
that really matters? The word elitist usually applies.

Whatever the reason for our conditioning, we must ask ourselves what
new job markets might be opened up if linguistics were to turn ourward rather
than inward. Several come to Mind.

1. Information processing and retrieval is a field in which some infiltra-
tion by linguists has already occurred. It has become clear to IBM and a few other
computer corporations that language is heavily inv:Aved in much of their input and
that it would be a good thing to have a linguist or two around to provide guidance
and to do relevant research. It would seem, however, that more than a handful of
linguists could be active in this industry and that we have not presented ourselves
to the question of how to make maximum use of this opportunity.

2. The field of medicine has been almost completely overlooked by lin-
guistics as a potential area in which to expand our work domain. To be sure it is
not easy to convince the profession which has perhaps the greatest status in America
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that It needs help from anyone, much less from linguistics, but there are signs that
the armor is beginning to crack. Part of our lack of success in convincing medical
doctors that we have anything to say to them stems from the strategy we have taken.
Typically we have begun with the assumption that doctors want to know about linguis-

tics. Not only is this a poor approach, but it is also probably wrong. What the medi-

cal profession is usually interested in are solutions to their problems. Most perceived

problems relate to medical technology. These we probably cant help much with.
Others relate to their relationships *;-.1th their patients. Such relationships are in-
variably carried out in language, either spoken or written. The medical history is
the first and usually the longest verbal interaction in which doctors and patients par-
ticipate. This event is of critical importance for the patient, since all future treat-
ment hinges on its accuracy and breadth. 2 Yet little or no training is given the
medical student in the "field methods" of his profession, in the "ethnography of inter-
rogation'', in the language of minorities, in foreign language or in any sort of cross-
cultural understandings. No mention is made of the need for the medical student to
develop at least a receptive competence for the many varieties of language which a
non-suburban practice might produce and no teaching packages have been developed

to help accommodate this possibility.
Only a few linguists in this country are in dialogue with the medical pro-

fession on these matters but there is reason to be optimistic about its future develop-
ment, provided that the focus of the relationship has integrity. That is, there needs
to be genuine promise of help in solving a real problem and there cannot be evidence
of the overpromise of applied linguistics which characterized the overzealous blun-
ders of our earlier history. The most optimistic result one can visualize is a lin-
guist in every medical school.

3. Ilafiel.joaz.)schiat2,y will be perhaps the hardest one of all for lin-
guists to crack because it is so protective against outside influence. Nevertheless,

even the most *-.ardened antagonist to linguistics will have to admit that without lan-

guage the psychiatrist has little to work with. Arno.ng the great tasks of the profes-
sion is to sharpen up its terminology (exactly what, is a language disorder, for
example), to improve methods of diagnosing pa-',icular illnesses (schizophrenia is
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at best vaguely defined) and to develop methods of reaching non-middle class pa-
tients (few successes are reported for working class patients). Recent work in

conversational analysis and genepative semantics offers possibilities of assistance
to psychiatrists who are willing to listen, for, in many illnesses, it appears that
it is not the language form which is distorted but, rather, the language function
which lacks adjustment. It may be, for example, that schizophrenic patients make
gOod use of the inventory of potential hedges, but do not use them in the expected or
proper functional slots. The following interchange from a real interview is illus-
trative;

Doctor: Does anybody else live with you?
Patient: Well, there may be someone else living with me.

The patient's syntax is perfectly normal but the sentence is still slightly bizzare.
Likewise, recent work on openings, closings, interruptions and other conversa-
tional units relating to language functions present promising ways for linguists to
be helpful to psychiatrists in analyzing their data.

Even more than the rest of the medical profession, psychiatrists need to
learn how to talk with patients from other cultures or dialects. As things now

stand, precious few working class patients are even seen by psychiatrists, much
less helped by them. Part of this problem stems from the pure elitism of the pro-
fession but part of it is because the field is unaware that it has a problem. The

pathological model here, as in education and in medicine, puts the blame for fail-
ure on the patient rather than on the professional. Here, as in education and in
physical medicine, one might expect the healthy to adjust to the sick. How this is tip

be done, of course, is not clear. But there can be no doubt about the need. And
a need is a potential opportunity for expanding the wor< domain of linguistics.
More importantly here, as elsewhere, the most crucial fact is not the need for a
job market for linguists as much as it is for helping solve a problem of human
need.

fry LexieographV is a field which has been and ought to continue to-be

thought of as characteristically linguistic. Still, precious few active lexicographers
can he found at the meetings of The Linguistic Society of America, The Chicago
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Linguistic Society or The Georgetown Round Tables or New Wave Conferences. A
quick glance through the list of lexicographers connected with the major diction-
aries on the market today will yield an almost mutually exclusive list of names
from the people considered to be the leviers in the field of linguistics. But

those of us who have recently wrestled with questions involving the lexical proper-
ties of even the commonest nouns will attest to the potential linguistic sophistica-
tion of the field. If linguists would present themselves as interested in the prob-
lems involved in lexicography (and, of course, if they were genuinely interested
in such problems), they might find themselves in a position to be useful in a vastly
neglected field. For example, please try to determine the principles by which
words are syllabified in dictionary preface pages. You may be surprized to learn
that better contains two syllables, bet- and -ter. Then try to say it that way:
bet-ter. You will soon discover that the words llaiole means something other than
you thought it meant. I have yet to see the dictionary that comes to grips with the
fact that what it calls syllables sometimes relates to sounds and solvetirnes to
end-of-line word-splitting. Or please explain why father is divided fas+ther while
mother is split differently, moth+er.

Once again, the field of lexicography would seem to be a natural non-
university point of employability. Perhaps the job market here is not immense
but it is real and it is time that some attention be given to exploring it.

5. Related to lexicography is the broader area of publishing! especially
educational publishing. Every year, dozens of new educational books, kits and
programs are designed to capture public tax money in American schools. Every
publication which is geared to teaching children to read, to spell, to write to
talk better or to speak a foreign language could ber_efit by having a linguist on the

staff. Publishers --who realize this respond in a number of ways. Some hire a
Ifnguist-consultant And parade his- name On the title page IAA do little to utilize

his ideas, 'Others send him manuscripts or_ideas to-critique and pay him by the
job. -Occasion ally a ptibli iter will actually hire a linguist- to work in the editorial

-:OlfideS )4-2th-id- is thought to he -a--radi41-apProaCh 8p

considered to be Of little usefulness other than about their own field. Here, as
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in the broader field of education, linguistics is losing the job market by default.
On more than one occasion I have observed a publiaher hiring a consultant to

more or less educate an intelligent editor in what he needs to know about linguis-
tics in order to be a good editor. After a certain level of success is achieved,
the editor is awarded the title "linguist" or "editorial linguist" or some such
name and the consultant is released.

The assumption here, as in every other of the potential job markets noted
above, is that the generalist can learn enough of the specialized field of linguistics
o get by In not one instance has there been the assumption that the linguist, with

his special knowledge and skills, can learn enough of the generalist's world to
transfer knowledge in the other direction. In the case of publishing, it may well
be true that linguists should take at least a few courses relevant to editorial work
along with their linguistic specialization. It might also be political to take some
of the curriculum offered by the departments of reading, mathematics, social
science or whatever field in which one hopes to be employed. It appears that the
burden is on us to prove that we can adjust to thoir world. This is partly due to
the sins of our ancestors and, as such, we will simply have to allow for windage
and learn to live with it,

6, The communication industry is still a1)ther area in which linguistics
has played a minor role despite its high potential for relevance. I was once asked
by Twentieth Century Fox (as a consultant, of course) to check over the movie
script of "The Great White Hope" to make sure that James Earl Jones did not
speak an imperfect or impure Black Vernacular English. This was a minor,
though interesting, job which would be difficult to parlay into a profession. But

it certainly is suggestive of a number of posSibilities. What do the Sarah Lee
people really think is understood by the phrase "Nobody doesn't like Sarah Lee"?

-Orr-how do listeners- respond to the claim -''Every -refrigerator is net-a-Frigi-

daire"?- CrosS'obltUraIeernfriliin-ation- is'-e'rtainly- a probtexh" to be fdeed"

-OKI- other rnernherS-- of the -ee4nrnunietaioviii-ditattyk

A- few years -ago psychologists ilegari fo:eish-iwon their r&pfes`Siati hy:earryling

their salient principles to business and industry, giving rise to the creation of
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the concept, industrial psychology. To be sure, a great deal of their product was
a kind of modern snake oil, and such practices are not to be condoned. What is
crucial here, however, is that the field of psychology did not sit back and simply

wait for industry to come to it. Entrepreneureal psychologists took their theory,

looked for problems in the real world and went after them with an apPlication.
In the process, they may have done some harm but the:i &is° did some good and

they most certainly can serve as a model to the field of linguistics, which seems
to have chosen not to play the game at all

7. Educational consultin is a field which has lAossomed in recent years,
partly as a result of President Nixon's policy of revenue sharing. Once again, lin-
guistics can be seen to be slow to respond to the exigenoies of the real world.
When it became apparent that the grand days of research money were past, educa-
tion entrepreneurs did not dispair; they simply adjusted their tactics. Instead of

going for large research grants, they retooled for the market by presenting them-
selves as consultants (in management, evaluation,, in- service training, grantsman-
ship, etc.) to the organizations to which the edUcalionmonies were directed, state
and local school systems. The schools became a sox': of middle man through whom
the money flowed but the sharper educationists never really suffered from the
change. In contrast, when linguistic research funds began to dry up, linguists who
had been on grant support beat a hasty retreat back to the relative safety of univer-
sity teaching, thus crowding the already diminishing job market for newly graduated

linguists. Ilaradoxically, linguists who stood the best aance of going it alone as
grantsmen-consultant-researchers, usurped the teaching positions of initiates-ap-
prentices whose only hope for a professional position was through teaching. This
left the role-Of linguist .i.conatiltant to the newcomer who had little marketability-in

this -area, NeedlesS to-day. the-Situation is total:I-askew. We are now in-the ab-

surd positie Of suggesting- to-recent graduates that their best hope of Self-suppett
is to apply-for -11-' grant -01-14t th6y=offeff thomselvesAto -a lo;.s.al S'ehooi-system AO.

:-eons filta_nt-eltp-ottl: to :if -is the 0 StabliSheA 1,:tritilSt who should be'- in a post

the ceniaitant---rO1-e:hUt;T-tinforittriately, he esualif has-not prepared

himself for such work.
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Once again the past elitism of the field has Weked expansion into a poten-
tial job market. We have trained ourselves aid st-lients so narrowly that, in
time of crisis, we have few if any alternative employment possibilities. It is not
difficult to conceive of linguistic educational con8Ating firms. Most certainly they
are needed for the honest and creative developmelt bilingual education programs
across the country. They could be instrumertal in t.olping already funded adult
basic education programs develop concepts and materials. Such concerns are na-
tural ones for linguists and, with a little broader we could also get in-
volved i the many evaluation proje;Its which are q,..,Oding today's education scene.
I, for one, would feel more comfortable if a linguist with evaluation expertise, for
example, would assess a state Right to Read program than I would for an evalua-
tion expert with no linguistic background to do so. Elsi.ewhere I have urged lin-
guists to take a good, long look at the test instrument,: used in such evaluations

(Shuy MS). On first blush, it would seem that we have little to say on such sub-
jects. But even a cursory examination of such standardized tests of reading, ap-
titude, achievement (about half of which involves the use of standard English) and
even intelligence will reveal that linguists have bon in their protection of the
public from misinterpretations which could have been avoided.

These are only several of a possible number of outside-the-university pos-
sibilities for job market expansion. Mere identgi,..:f.,t:'DZ! of such areas, however,
is only a first step. The more difficult questions involve ways of breaking into such
fields.

Comparing of Linguistics to That of Other Fields
--The situation in linguisfies today, then, eat t.,e characterized by a number

6t features.-- We have -concluded that it -just grew n..4,-'01.,.*ally to Where it-is today-with

little'eonsciOus coritrol'or-exerciseci Planning. t -onto 1ittle to to'the
Inwever that May be defined; has g.1113 0-trwith-varidu.§--surged'of

(te' lan4 tk-ag6 lear ntiti t 6-4r6 --Met
,

feW)-blit- the field has nelear endear6d-10611'io Its iAleintsz.nor has it-come-close

to fulfilling its potential for impact on edttoa';1..n, e field which would Seem most
atnenable to its ministration,
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Linguistics has adhered to its advantage as a growing and developing dis-
cipline, clinging to the benefits which only tempottat7 orthodov will permit. As

a disc ipline in flux, it has remained open to change ard reasonably academic in

orientation.
On the other hand, linguistics is now beginning to suffer from not having

a natural apprenticeship domain, making it difficult new graduates to find work.

ThO field has been lacking in entrepronetireal tendenCies and unimaginative in de-

veloping either a potential e..,lientele or a reperteAre of u:=Ies. But not only has lin-

guists not been fprward thinking, it has also heel reglIgent in protecting its rear
flank. While we have been preoccupied with other thirigs, other disciplines (edu-
cation, speech and English, in particular) have been developing their own brand of
linguist, training them in aspects of the field and with degrees of accuracy and
quality which would curl our hair if we would bother to take a close look. For a
while we could afford to ignore such behavior and scorn the end products, heap-
ing insult upon them by grading such people with the most scornful of all in-group
insults: "He's nett really a linguist anyway". Now it appears that we might be
sorry that we let the training in linguistics by such departments get away from us.
Now we must look on such positions as potential job markets for our students.
Likewise we have neglected to protect out flanks cut side the academic walls, let-

,

ting specialists in psychlatrY, lexicography, publisriitig and communication land
probably many others) make language claims With which we might disagree and use

language in ways which we might not appreciate.

In an effort to determine whether or not these current predicaments are
unique to linguistics !have tried to ascertain what other disciplines are-doing-in
terms of employment, public understanding and generally expanding the potential

of their fields. The American Psychological Assooliition, The:American _
poldgteal Association and-The-American SeCiotogical Association were' contaeted

fer a-compariSen'of-their curreriticbnait ion-with illat'of linguistics. 8fripl6Yrnerit

ti-S-:(16§01411fed=a-S'net_ti."-problerri anItingS'ociOlogNtq stir pochblakigs.': Oh the

2-iitlitir hand, -the-job market Situatfori, is "Critical in-atThropelogy,

In the case of APA, the pro'llsins seem feweat. Like linguistics, psycho-
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logy get its real growth after World War It before which time it was a research-
and theory-oriented baby science. The advent of psychological testing caused a

dramatic spurt in the development of clinical pp_ychology and psychologiea.1 testing.

This more or less natural development of the field was soon parlayed into a number
of relaTcdnships with other fields of human behavior, including alcoholism, business,
industry, the military and many others. The AVA. Depar;:mont of External Informa-
tion, made up of a staff of 11' people, claims that it makes no effort to sell the field
of psychology for there is no reed to, It has a memborshipof 36,000, about half of
all the psychologists in the country. About 20,000 of these are directly involved in
serving people in some way, usually as industrial psychologists or as counsellors.
Of psychologists who are university professors, about 40% are at the same time
also counselling or seeing patients on a part-time basis, The point here is that
psychologists have been service oriented and entrepreneureal for many years.
As a field, psychology seems to have followed the trend of universities to service
industry rather than to maintain theoretical purity, much as Clark Kerr advised in
the sixties. In all however, there has been little or no need to beat the bushes for
now uses to 'which psychology can be put. This sort of thinking seems to come na-
turally as part of the training in the field.

The American Sociological Association operates its public information of-
fice on a much smaller scale, with only one clerk who puts in only about eight hours
a week on the job market in sociology. The field is said to service the university
community almost exclusively, with only a few non-academic opportunities, usually
from government. Nevertheless, employme-lt is not a problem and there is little
or no thought of dreaming up now uses for sociology in today's world.

The field of anthropology shares a great-many of the problems faced
guiStics today. Like linguistics, anthropolov is characterized by a large graduate
cOmponenVand a small undergraduate clientele. seerrta to have completed
a cyele-Of developyrithif to the extent that ft-has-all-to -university po6itioraltlie-d or
niitirlyTtille-d-whiie:a large silfplos of -griiduato udotkt§ "are viaiti419ght'Out4ide

AnthrOpi;logiottli-ASso-biatietilia6-tak6fitiffiMal-cOgniZatibe .

_ _ _

'Of the'prOblem brhiring a-full-6Mb frifarrUatiou-direetot virho fs'oUrrehtly
planning to increase the size of his office in order to expand his effort to develop
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job market possibilities in anthropology. Similar to the, lines suggested for linguis-
tics in this paper, anthropology is exploring the possibility of non-university careers
in areas such as urban planning, recreation, drug abuse, media work, poverty pro-
grams, public health and psychiatric services. Although some anthropologists have

addressed themselves to questions of the application of their field to industry,
especially to multi-national corporations, such effort has led to heated debate
related to ethical issues. There is apparel :reement about the need for cross-
cultural understandings about attitudes, reward systems and needs, but there is
considerable disagreement about the extent to which industrial imperialism should
be served,

Each of the disciplines surveyed here have at least one thing in common:
they have a public information office. Although there is no professed effort to dis-
ply the virtues of psychology, the APA does offer press releases which get picked
up by various professional journals. A press release about the psychology of po-
lice protection, for example, was recently picked up by Crime Control Di est,
yielding requests to APA for further information from 150 readers. The AAA

office is currently surveying the non-university membership about how adequate
this alternate career has proven to be and what further or different training in an..
th ropology might lave been useful. For 13 years, AAA has also operated a visiting
lecturer program which has focussed on small colleges with J few: or no offerings

in anthropology. by providing a day or so,of consultant lecturing it is hoped that such
colleges will expand or develop their offerings in anthropology. Approximately 15
colleges have done so, presumably as a direct result of such efforts. Perhaps
more interesting from our perspective, the AAA visiting lecturer program has
also begun to service "civic clubs, to provide the general membership with a broader
perception of anthropology and what it can offer. 'One can only speculate at the
sucCess-triost linguists might have if encountered b-SP a similar assignment today.

S u ggeStietii= fo elided tteliiildrshi's* OruiSi(Wthe:IltiiVersity,

-40 he p tO; e*arid r
territorial iintieriitive -will-involve a number of comfnitrnente;',both pers6nA1 -and

as a profession. The following suggestions may be an indication of such activity;



1 . L i n g u i s t s 111112Lveto en a o in a ratl er dramztfc shift in thou
attitudes. In the past decade or so it has been popular for linguists to delimit that
which and only that which they, as linguists, are qualified to say. This probably was
a natural reaction against the overpmmise of linguists of the previous decades. It is
likely that such an attitude developed as a by-product of the attempt by linguists to
establish the boundaries of their own territory. Linguistics in the fifties was diffi-
cult to pin-down for the field seemed to partake of many other fields, and had little
identity of its own. With the development of 'a more sophisticated theory came a na-
tural abstractness which placed a gulf between linguistics and other fields as well
as between practical concerns within linguistics. Wherever it came from, this ten-
dency of linguists to disqualify themselves from having anything to say but that
which directly relates to their field tended to widen the gulf between linguistics and
other fields. Thus, linguistics courses were set up for linguistics majors only,
while psychology, sociology or education majors would 'either have to make do or
go hang.

In this, linguistics departments could be accused of following a kind of
compensatory education model in which the learner is told that he must adjust to
linguistics rather than having linguistics adjust to his beginning point. Linguists
often accuse educators of dealing with children from minority cultures as deficient
rather than different. Yet alinguistics which perceives of the beginning points of
other fields as deficient rather than different is surely guilty of the same perversion,
The point here is that linguists will need to develop a new posture and a new atti-
tude, setting aside old biases against non-linguists and accepting the vulnerabilities
and insecurities involved in operating out of their own depth. For too long we have
been'isolative, sitting in judgment of other fields but not reaching out to them with
what lifiguistics has to offer.

2. Lin uists will have coiratittoiort active
_ - beWiltil6r :6116111-ghAo-ftYCO.il#4111-

4 4i;:4fi h t

in'qiia'rterlY-nevAletterSr.- X11 of the sister organizations- surveyed here have shoWn

at least some evidence of such a commitment. Specifically, one can visualize a
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full-time staff member whose task it is to call together outreach-oriented linguists
to exercise their creativity along these lines of development:

a. First, we must define what it is t} we can do, preferably in terms
which can he understood by a layna-t. A small brochure would be a
desirable first step.

b. Next, we should thoroughly assess the targeted non-university organ-
izations which we feel that linguistics can serve. We must develop a
convincing rationale about how our specific knowledge relates usefully
to those fields.
Then, we should approach the non-university organizations or fields,
describing what we think we can do for them and working actively with
them to help solve their problems with our resources.

Such an exercise would be an active step toward reaching out both in ser-
vice to and in opportunity for our initiates. Obviously we will want to be concerned

about the same ethical questions which bother many anthropologists about their in-
volvement in multi-national affairs. We will also want to keep in perspective
Veblents prophecy that universities will someday turn into mere agents of busiriess
and industry.

The commitment involved in such a strategy will include a funded position,
logically in the LSA, but also a commitment of time on the parts of a number of
the more entrepreneureal and public relations-sensWve members. One can vis-
ualize special meetings of linguists with the targeted organizations or fields in
which the task of the linguists, having first done their homework about the field,
is to take the position of helping that field solve a pressing problem.

3. Lin uistsiont training pro grams to a focus which will
pernft andi.awe are- for'the development of such a perspective. This suggestion is
not an admonition to include applieCtliriguistics courses in the theOretical-eurrieu-
lum, -however useful this might prove, for applied linguistics suffers from shine of
the-:Sarrie tnyOpla. -It has, -in fact, beeome synonymous,- in many eireleg, with

-ErtgliSh -as-afSeothicf:Lan-ga-age, Wii411 h40- tri liittic.118 Mach:Mai:A.- s-Wris

itte4h 11-V to zwalirap arhd_ ion -aeade i6 field and a71 rhieh

kO'te) the-Iargel-fiteid, see its pidhlerng _and -rolate "our '010014 i se% to them;

This sort of posture will require that we work hard to know the target fields well
enough to begin to see their areas of need. This may mean that our students will
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take courses in such fields, or that they take advavtage of their and our experienceS
with such fields, or that we get one of our own kind well placed in such a field so
that he can work for the development of linguistics from a position of internal se-

:.

curity.

One example of the latter approach is the one which is currently being ex-
ercised in the federal government where at least two linguists are currently working
for the eXpanded development of the field. One is looking out for our cause in the
area of research grants. The other is operating out of the office of planning and
evaluation of a newer agency, helping to guide program development along lines in
whieh linguistics can be tiaeful. Such efforts are being carried out, in both cases,
at great personal expense to the scholars involved. To a certain extent, they are
currently inactivated to the field in which they have been trained. They run the
risk of losing ground in the publication and promotion races that linguists all run
against each other. Their work may be considered a sacrifice along the order of
the sacrifices made by all explorers of new terraines.

Another current example of an attempt by linguistics to benevoltently in-
filtrate another discipline can be seen in the field of reading. At the 1974 meeting
of The International Reading Association a two-day workshop in Linguistics and

Reading was conducted for participants (reading teachers, professors and admini-
strators) who were willing to pay to attend. The field of reading has recognized
the importance of linguistics for several years, but the focus has been primarily
on psycholinguistics. In an effort to open up the possibility of the usefulness of
linguistics along other lines, a group of a dozen linguists and a dozen classroom
teachers presented a series of six three4iour perforinahees in the fields of gram-
matical theory, phonological theory, -language acquisition, sociolinguistics, 'eth-
nography of Communication and pragmatics. In eaeh-series there was a descrip-
tion Of-what-the' field-does- by a linguist, an interpretation of what this-field can

de for -roadifig-by -a-person who knows both Iingtiistics and reading,- follOWed by

WerkOliop'`c-entittcte'd by teri-cherg-of-reading who have-beetiAttOriel: `at-least-par.-
inintifiSt las atid who W6i45.6t1 togeilWri Vithlhe'theeretiellifis-and,interpro _

tors to-develop a series -of "wh-at-to-do-on-Tuesday" ex-1)1;110ms to present to
the teachers. These workshops were intended to avoid both the typical pronounce-
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ments-by-linguists approach and the typical what-do-we-do-in-the-classroom de-
mands of teachers by guiding the discussions carefully from theory to interpretation

to practice. The entire effort was intended to be a door-opener both to `the reading
prople involved and to the linguists who stand to benefit even more by this exposure

to real-life situations.

Conclusion

A field such as linguistics, with virtually no current undergraduate clientele
and no area of apprenticeship in which to place its initiates, is faced with a problem
quite unlike that of either psychology or sociology but rather similar to that of an-
thropology. Anthropology is working to develop a clientele outside the university

world, much as T am advocating here. Their approach inside the university is
simply to develop a larger undergraduate major. Linguists may wish to follow such

an example but, from my perspective, this would not be the wisest approach.
Many serious questions must be asked about how the graduate program differs from
the undergraduate program and how wise it would be to usurp the breadth of an

undergraduate education with our specialization. One strength of our field seems to
stern from the broad backgrounds of our initiates when they come to linguistics.
The problem we face today is not that our majors come from psychology, French
or mathematics; it is rather that we have not capitalized on this fact.

Unlike psychology, linguistics has not, through an accident of history, dis-
covered a gold mine of natural uses and development. It appears that the world is
not waiting for us with open arms and that we will have to engage in a type of mar-
ket research for our products and services. Our problem is not a unique one. It

surfaced much earlier in some of the humanities which, in the main, have chosen
Ito ignore the problem, hoping that it will go away. One proMinent historian is

-Said ,to'have obSerVed-that his field really had no uses to which other fields cold
Pa it and that historians would simply have to be satisfied -With the fact thattheY had

a PhI); even if 'they, never got-ti job. "At' the very -145 he bbseliyed;1.1!wp-will.

have more interesting oe'iviiersAtten's*ith cab dr:tvert.-" thigitierg,-enightbe-riatis!.
110 to -answer similarly, for it is a noble response which smacks of martyrdoM.
But it is also a noble cop-out, at least until an effort is made to find out whethei".
or not it is true that there is no other avenue to pursue.
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It is growing popular in meetings which I have attended recently to make
statements such as, "What is really important in education is process." or "If I
had to choose between a manager who does not know a field and an academician
who does not know management, I'd take a manager every time " Perhaps it is

our own fault but governments, offices, school systems and businesses are being

run by managers who may know something about process but little about the con-

tent they are managing, "Delivery services" was a hot term in the federal govern-
ment during recent years but, at NM at least, it is now also becoming apparent

again that it is necessary to have something to deliver. I would rather see a per-
son trained in a content area of some sort learn what is necessary about manage-
ment than to continue to rely on managers to get occasional consultant help from

us as they manage our affairs. Perhaps this can be called being entrepreneureal.
It seet.s to me to be more accurately identified as defending onets own interests.
The thesis of this paper, of course, is that we should do both. it is time for lin-
guistics to break out of its self-perceived straight jackets and time for it to figure
out ways of breaking into a number of other pursuits.

NOTES:

1 This is not to say that individual lingutsts have not been successful in aid.
ing in unrest, but It is well attested that such activity has generally been done outsidt
the realm of linguistics (e.g. anti-war demonstrations) rather than from within.

2For one examination of this problem, see Roger W. Shtty, Sociolinguistics
and the medical history. Paper presented at The American Sociological Association,
Atigtist 1072 (Mimeo).
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